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Abstract 

    This paper dwells on the control software architecture of mobile robots from a programmer’s perspective. Several approaches 
to the construction of such systems were considered in the case of popular systems and the author’s own designs. 
The need for such systems has even become increasingly obvious due to the heterogeneous nature of robotics network.  The 
authors had to work with different types of robots, namely Sensorika AMUR 1-7, Brokk-400 and Festo Robotino XT. Here, 
heterogeneity refers not only to the network architecture but also to the robots themselves. Particular attention was given to 
programming theory, organization of a two-level control instruction pipeline, using Turing-complete protocols, and virtualization 
of input/output ports. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
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1. Control software architecture for mobile robots 

Before we talk about the specific character of the control software (CS) architecture for mobile robots, it is 
necessary to clarify how the term "mobile robot" is understood by the authors. We will call a mobile robot a machine 
(composition of mechatronic devices and on-board computers), capable of moving independently in space. 
Moreover, each mechatronic device that makes up the robot is abstracted as a finite state machine (FSM). 
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Thus, with relation to the control software, the control task is implemented by changing the state of these state 
machines, even if this is not declared by the authors of the control software. The term “Mobility” implies the need 
for networking. Besides, the need for a network component arises not only and not just because of the "mobility" of 
robot, but also in the development of control software, when the developer had to work from remote control devices 
such as a laptop. 

From the foregoing it follows that the key features of the control software of a mobile robot should depend: 

 on the way in which the rules for changing the states of FSMs that make up the mobile robot are set 
 on how these changes are transmitted via the network to the control software and mobile robot  
 on how identification and addressing of mechatronic devices are carried out 

Additionally, having considered the most popular CS build system for MR, such as: 

 ROS (Robot Operating System) - http://wiki.ros.org/ 
 Robotino view - http://www.festo-didactic.com/int-en/services/robotino/ 
 Microsoft Robotics Studio - http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/robotics/default.aspx  
 Player Project - http://playerstage.sourceforge.net 
 ORCA2  - http://orca-robotics.sourceforge.net/orca/index.html 
 LAAS/GenoM  - https://softs.laas.fr/openrobots/wiki/genom 
 Marie - http://marie.sourceforge.net 
 URBI - http://www.urbiforge.com 
 Webots - http://www.cyberbotics.com 
 RoboJRE - http://www.ridgesoft.com/robojde/robojde.htm 
 OROCOS - http://www.orocos.org 
 iRobot - http://www.irobot.com/ 

It is possible to classify of CS development systems user interfaces for: 

 Structure: The library or framework  
 The process for creating programs: visual or classical programming  
 The characteristics of programming languages used for development: interpreted and compiled, static 

and dynamic, strict and not strict, functional and imperative, etc. 
 By the networking nature, they can be divided into those using or not using Remote Procedure Call 

(RPC), such as XML-RPC or .NET Remoting (Microsoft Robotics Studio) and those using their own 
high-level shared open network protocols. 

When developing the control software for Autonomous Mobile University Robot (AMUR), the authors had to 
develop their own software, which both had similarities with existing systems and a number of fundamental 
differences. The reason for this was the heterogeneity of the network of mobile robots is not fully supported by the 
above software. 

1.1. CS architecture. Framework versus Library 

The framework differs from the library based on how the programmer treats his programs. In the case of 
framework, the programmer builds his program in the framework, while for libraries; he embeds his library code 
into his program. In the case of the control software of a mobile robot, the choice is defined by the person creating 
the main control loop – the control software developer or the person who developed the framework used. Thus, the 
choice of a particular structure depends on the nature and complexity of the system being developed. When it comes 
to students’ learning task, it would be better to avoid unnecessary framework development details. This also applies 
to mass industrial robots. However, in the case of R&D, framework restrictions would hamper effective work. For 
example [6’]. It is good architecture but it is hard to implement. Besides, when it comes to integrating heterogeneous 
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mobile robots into a single system (in this case, “AMUR” and  Festo “Robotino” XT robots), the library structure is 
much simpler than framework. 

1.2. A method for creating programs  

In the last few years, there has been growing popularity in the use of visual programming systems (VP systems) 
[1] in robotics problems, such as Microsoft Visual Programming Language from Microsoft Robotics Studio, Labviw 
and Robotino View. Visual programming is a method of creating programs by manipulating program elements 
graphically rather than by specifying them textually. This approach enables you improve the clearness of 
presentation of the program, but it is only for a very narrow class of problems. In solving general-purpose problems, 
such languages as C or Java become more benefic. 

1.3. Characteristics of programming languages. 

The vast majority of modern control software for mobile robots are created using general-purpose high-level 
static strict languages, such as C, C#, and Java. Programming languages are divided primarily into general-purpose 
languages (languages used for a large variety of tasks) and domain-specific languages (DSL), which are specialized 
to a particular application domain, providing higher efficiency but less versatility. These same languages are divided 
into compiled and interpreted languages. When compiling, the source code is converted into a machine code and 
stored in a file. For interpreted programming languages, the program is executed line by line. Compiled languages 
provide faster speed (in computational tasks, C is 60 times faster than Python) while the resources of the on-board 
computer are saved more. Interpreted (scripting) languages are faster in developing and debugging. The 
performance comparison of different languages on the same tasks can be viewed at 
http://benchmarksgame.alioth.debian.org. 

The type system of a language describes how a language regulates work with its data. Type systems may be 
variously strong or weak typing, static or dynamic typing. Unlike weak typing, strong typing requires you to define 
and strictly follow the types declared by the programmer when writing the program. Dynamic typing involves 
assigning types directly in the computing process, while static typing – in the programming phase. Selection of a 
particular type system determines the distribution of the programmer’s efforts between debugging and developing. 
A weak dynamic typing allows you to quickly write a program (PHP, which is a weak dynamic type system, is the 
most popular language among websites) but requires a fairly long debugging. On the other hand, strict strong typing 
requires longer design process but eliminates simple errors at the testing and debugging phases. 

 

 

Fig. 1. CS concept. 
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Therefore, a particular approach to typing should be chosen based on actual needs. The aerospace sector and 
other relevant industries usually use strict strong compiled languages (C, C #, Java or own DSLs with the same 
properties), whereas in education and R&D, dynamic interpreted languages (Python, Matlab) are preferred. 
Functional languages could not be useful outside the academic sphere [3]. 

After analyzing all these features, the authors selected Python as their main development language and proposed 
the following concept: Via hardware input/output ports (such as COM, CAN, I2C or USB), mechatronic devices are 
connected to the onboard computer where the onboard software code is executed.  The onboard software secures 
networking with the remote control, other robots and the developer console (Fig 1). 

This network interaction can be implemented in several ways. This paper considers interaction technologies 
based on the application layer of technology stack TCP\IP. 

2. Network 

As shown earlier, networking is used to request or change the states of the mechatronic devices that make up a 
mobile robot. New states can be formed in all kinds of ways, ranging from user interfaces (joystick) and ending with 
calling from the program text.  Regardless of the method by which the state is formed, it should be transmitted. 
Known packets offer programmers with two approaches: 

 Own protocols when the developers of the framework or library used describe the necessary command 
sequences to be transmitted to onboard control software in text form. For example,  “the engine speed is 
controlled by the command SETSPEED X Y, where X is the engine number and Y is the speed range 
from 0 to 255" 

 A remote procedure call (RPC), when the robot commands are abstracted using the language constructs 
of a particular programming language. This requires additional components, modules and libraries that 
may not be available to the development operating system and language. For example 
import robot 
r=robot.connect ("192.168.1.10") 
r.setSpeed(10) 
r.whait(1) 
r.stop() 

The developed control software combines both approaches – RPC library is implemented for Python language 
and at the same time, JSON encoded commands are accepted. So, to interact with the system, you can use any 
programming language without additional technology stacks as in the case of Microsoft Robotics Studio or ROS. 

3. IO ports virtualization 

The problem of integrating heterogeneous mobile robots into a single network also equally requires a separate 
attention. It is often not possible to provide a uniform access method to all mechatronic devices because this requires 
creating the appropriate drivers and loading them into the onboard computer. In this case, the authors used an I/O 
port network visualization system (fig 2): 

 

Fig. 2. IO port virtualization. 
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In this case, "mirrors" of input/output ports are programmatically created on the remote computer (such as the 
developer’s computer) with the same features and timeouts. This allows you to use proprietary control software 
without any networking intention, or to easily integrate it into your own designs. However, this requires additional 
work when creating software drivers for the mechatronic devices since it is necessary to support a transition from a 
port virtualization mode to a command mode and back. This approach resembles the approach to virtualization in 
virtual machines. For example, XEN [3]. 

4. Two-level instruction pipeline 

When using a turing-complete protocol approach [5] to manage multiple heterogeneous [6] robots (Sensorika 
AMUR 1-7, Brokk-400 and Festo Robotino XT) was necessary to create the instruction pipeline on CS (Fig 3): 

 

Fig. 3. Two-level instruction pipeline. 

A high-level commands stream 1 is received at the input. This stream is translated into low-level commands 
stream 2, which is transformed taking into account the robot’s high-level self-defense constraints A. Low-level 
commands stream 3 is similarly transformed taking into account the robot’s low-level self-defense constraints B and 
enters the transformation lower level 4 

5. Conclusion and results 

There are many ways and techniques of building control software in robotics. From a programmer’s perspective, 
each of them has its advantages and disadvantages. However, in research and development, the most optimal path is 
the one proposed in this paper and in [5]. Software listed in Part 1.1 perfectly solves the problem, whether it be 
industry or education but has trouble with heterogeneous robots network. Some of it are closed in one ecosystem, 
whether the manufacturer or programming language. Due to the widespread popularization of cloud robotics it is 
necessary to use more open than earlier solutions.  

Python language, dynamic typing, turing-complete protocols, two-level pipeline, language independent network 
protocol - all these greatly speeds up the development of control software for mobile robots. In addition, they enable 
the developer quickly move from the design stage to the implementation of control software. 

 
Nomenclature 

CS control system  
MR mobile robot 
MD mechatronic devices 
FSM  finite state machine  
RPC remote procedure call 
DSL domain specific language 
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